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Mathematics. I" FO'L6l'dimensional nets and tllei1' sections by 
_spaces". (First part). By Prof. P. H. SORODTE. 

(Communicated in the meeting of January 25, 1908). 

Ql1t of the table 

Cs· ... 75° 31' 21", C16 ••• • 120°, Cm .... 144° 

Cs· ',' . 90° , C24 ••• • 120°, C600 •••• 1640 28' 39/1 
of the angles formed by two bounding bodies meeting in a face 
of the regulal' ceUs of space Sp4 it is immediately evident that only 
for the ceUs Cs, ClG> C24 can th61'e be any question about each 
respectively filling that space. It is weIl ]mowll, that this is really 
the case. In the handbook mcluded in the Sammll1ng SORDBERT 
",jJ([eh1'dimens1'onale Geomet1'ie" (vol. 1I, page 241) is indicated how 
the two nets of the cells C16 and CH can be dednced by trans
formation from the net of ceUs Cs, the existence of which is clear 
in itself. We repeat this here in a somewhat different farm to add 
new considerations to it. 

~ 

1. The points with the coordinates (± j, ± 1, ± 1, ± 1) are the 
vertices of an eightceU Cr) with double the unit of length as length 
of edge, the origin of the cool'dinates as cenh'e and the directions 
of the axes as directions of the edges. These vertices can be easily 
al'ranged in two grollps of eight points, one gronp of which contains 
the- points with a positive product of coordinates, the other group 
the points with a negative one. Each of these gl'oups has the property 
that no two of the eight points are united Iby an edge, of C~2); 

therefore we caU them gronps of non-adjacent vertices. Let us join 
for each of these groups the two points lying in the same face of 
0 2) by a diagonal, then the systems of edges of two cells C(2V2) 

8 16 
are generated; as . each of the bounding cubes of C~2) is circum-
scribed about one of tbe 16 bOllnding tetrahedra of each of the two 
C(2V2), we caU these last inscribed in CCs:!)' where one may be 

16 
I called positive, the other negative. 

Let' us now suppose the net of the Os to be composed of alternate 
white and black eightcells, so that two Cs with a common bounding 
body differ in colour - from which it follows, that two Cs in 
contact of edges do this too, whilst on the other hand two Cs in 
fare Ol' in vertex contact bear the same colour -, and let us assume 
th at in each wllite Cs is inscribed a positive Cu and in e!tch black 
Cs a negative one; then it is clear th at both groups of CIG do not 
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yet fin the wnole space Sp4' For to make of a Cs the inscribed 
C16 we must truncate from this measure polytope at each of 
the eight yanishing vertices a fivecell rectangular at this point, of 
which the fom edges passing through this point have a length 2. 
Because a vertex which vanishes for one of the sixteen ceUs Cs, 
to whieh it belongs, does this for all, there will remain round 
this point sixteen alternate white and black rectangular five· 
eeUs and these will form togethel' a C~r2) of whieh this point is 
the centre. Thus a spaee-filling for Sp4 is fOl'med by th1'ee equally 
numerous "groups of cells C)~V2) with the property that all cells 
C1G of the same group can be made to cover one another by translation. 

To show how striking the regularity of the net of the C16 is we 
must suppose three ee]]s C~~V2), of which no two belong to the same 
group, to be removed pal'aUel to themsehes to a common eentre, 
the origin of coordinates. We then see immediately that the vertices 
of the' three C~2V2) together form the vertices of a C(2). For 

IG 24 

the two inscribed cells C~~V2) together again fllrnish the vertices 

(± 1, ± 1, ± 1, ± 1) of the original eightcell C~2) and the coordinates 
of the vertices of the third cell C~2(2) are 

(+ 2, 0, 0, 0), (0, ± 2, 0, 0), (0,0, + 2,0), (0,0,0, + 2), 
from which is evident what was assumed (compare "Mehrclimensio
nale Geometr'ie" , vol H, p. 205). 

We shall presentIy use this observation to trace the connection 
between the four gronps ofaxes of the three systems of cells C16 

~ with the groups ofaxes of Cs . 

2. To transform the net. of the ceUs Cs into a nE't of eeUs C~4 
we must again f:mppose the. cells of the former aItel'l1ately coloured 
white and black in order to break up each of the black ceUs into 
eight congruent pyramids with the eentre of the eightcell .1S common 
vertex and the eight bounding cubes as bases. By adding to each 
white eightcell the eight black pyramids having a bounding cube 
in common with it, the net of the cells q~ is generated; in reality 
to the sixteen vertices of the eightcell supposed to be white with the 

'origin of coordinates as centre, yiz. to the points (± 1, ± 1, ± 1, ± 1) 
the eight vertices menLioned above 

(± 2,0,0,0), (0, ± 2,0,0), (0,0, ± 2,0), (0,0,0, ± 2) 

are added. 
The transformation of the net of the C~2) into that of C~4 ean also 

take place iu the following simp Ie way. Di vide eacl! of' the eells C~2) 

37* 
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into 16 equal anel similarly placed cells C~l) by means of four spaces 
through the centre 0 parallel to the pairs of bonneling spaces. Then 
divide eaeh of the sixteen parts C~l) (fig. 1) by the spaee in the 
midpoint of ihe diagonal concurring in the-centre 0 of C~2) Ilormal 
to this line into two eql1al halves; here the section as is known is 
a regllIar octahedron .A l2 Ala ••• A B4 • We now direct OUl' attention 
fh'st to the half cells CSI) surrounding the point 0; they form a C't2). 

Of the 24 bonn ding octahedl'a sixteen are fUl'nished by the sections 
A12 AlS ... A34' whilst the eight remaining ones are obtained by joining 

Fig. 1. 

,in each of the eight ende of the chords along the four axes 0 Xl' 
OX2 , OX3 , OX4 throl1gh 0, e. g. in Xl' the eight rectangular tetra
hedra Xl (Au A13 AH)' where it is clear th at in Xl eight of those 
tetl'aheda really meet, because we can reverse the direction of each 
of the segments XlA12' X lAl8l X1Al4' Fnrthermore we observe that 
arOlll1d an al'bitral'y vertex A of the ol'iginal ceU also 16 half 
ceUs C~I) are lying anel that these form in exactly the same way a 
C~2). By this the net of the C~2) has been teansformed into a net 
of cells {}IV2) , where the een tres and the vertices of the eells C

S
(2) 

24 
form tlle centres of the ceUs C~~2) placed in the same way. 

!f we adel to the considel'eel sixteenth part C~l) (fig. 1) the th ree 
parts generated by l'evel'sing the sign of one of the two axes OXl 

anel OX2 or of both, it is immediately evident that AS4 is the centre 
of a face of the original ceU C~2). Fl'om this is evident to the eye 
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the truth of tbe wellknown theol'em, that the centres of the faces 
of a C~2) - and therefore a1so the centres of the edges of each of 

the two inscribed ceUs C)~V2) - are the vertices of a C~~2). \. 

3. Befare examining more closely the nets of the cells' Cs, C10I C24 -

or, as we shall expl'oss oUl'selves, the nets (Cs), (C10), (C24 ) - in 
their mutual connecLion we pnt to oursel ves the quesliol1 whethel' 
it is possible to fiU 8p4 entil'ely with dij/er'ent regular eeUs. Here 
tbe table given above points to two po&silnlities. We ('an either com
plete the sum raf the angles 75° 31' 21' and 164° 28' 39" with 120° 
to 3600 or by combination of one of the i wo eeUs ClG> C24 with 
twiee the oiher arrive at 3fiO°. Tbe latter is 110wever already 
exeluded by the fact that ClG and C24 diffel' 111 bounding bodies, 
which obstacle does not oecu!' when one tI-i es to arrange the three 
ceIls Cr" ClO' C600 with the same length of edge& around a face. 
Yet, t~ough this is possib1e, neither in this way does one al'rive at 
the object in view. If the indieated space-filling had taken place then 
two bounding tetra[ledra of Cp having always a face in common, 
would have to differ from each other in this, that one would at the 
same time have to belang to a Cl'a and the other to a Cooo and this 
is impossible. Fa!' one cannot colour the bounding tetrahedra of a 
C. aIternately white and ulack fol' the mere reason, that lhe number 
five of those tetrahedra is odd. 80 there is no space-filling of Sp4 
wh ere d~fferent regu1ar ceJls appeal'. 

4. We shaU now consider more closely the systems of points 
formed by the eentres of the regular eeUs of the nets (Cs), (Cia)' 
(CH \ whieh we sha11 indieate by the symbols (Ps)' (PlO)' (PH)' 

Of the systems of points (Ps), (PlO)' (P24)" which we might eaIl 
fourdimensional "assemblages of BRAVAlS", (Ps) is the simpJest. Ifthe 
axes of coordinates are assumed tlll'ough the centre of a definite ceU 
C~) parallel to the edges of this eeIl, th en (Ps) is the system of the 

points (2a1 , 2a2, 2as' 2a4) with only even integer coordinates whieh 
we indieate by means of abbreviated symbols by the equation 
(Ps) = (2ai). 

Of the two other systems of points, (P24 ) ('an be most simply 
expressed in (Ps)' Out of the seeond mode of transformation of the eeIls 
Of) into the ceUs q1(2) it was clear to us th at (P24 ) is found by 

joining the system (Ps) to the &ystem of the vertices of the cells 
C~2). Now this system of the vertices ('an be deduced out of (Ps) by 

a translation indieated in dil'ectlOl1 and magJlÎtude by the 1ll1e-segment 
connecting the centre of the eightcell, which served to detel'min6 the 

..... 
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system of coordinates, with one of tile vertices; thus th:is systèm ot 
vertices is indicated in the same symbols by (2a t + 1) aD-d we find 
(PH) = (2az) + (2a t + 1), i. e. (P24) is the system of the points with 
integer cool'dinates which are either all even or all odd. 

Finally (PlO) is derived from (P24 ) by adding to (Ps) not the 
whole system of the vertices of the cells C~2), but only that half 
",hich is not OCClll)ied by tlle vertices of the inscl'lbed CC2V2J. We , 16 

express th is uy means of the equation PlO = (2az) + ~ (2az + 1). 

1 
Here we have to nndel'sLand by '2 (2az + 1) that system of points of 

whicb the cool'dinil.tes are only odd integer nllmbers under the con
dition that half the sum is eithe1' always even or always odd. Ifin the 
eell C~2) which fLll'nished us above with the system of coordinates 
a positive C\2(2) is in&cl'ibed, which fol' the futllre we shall always 

suppose, then the point (1, 1, 1, 1) is occnpierl by a vertex of the 

inscribed C(1V~) and so for the non-oC'cupied vertices ~ (2ai+~) half 
16 2 

the,sum of the fom qunntities ai is odd. 
If we make the connection between the systems of points (Ps), • 

(PlO)' (PH) in the inclicatecl way, then the number of points of(P24) 
is twice, a,ne! the nnmber of points (PlO) is one and a, half times as large 
as that of (Ps) and so the fourdlll1ensional volnmes of C

8
,2), C(2V2), C(V2) 

16 ~4 

have to be in the same ratio as t11e numbers 1, ~, ~ . This can be easily 

vel'ified. To make a, C)~V2) of C~) we have truncated at eight ver

tices a l'ectangular fivecell, which is 2~ of C~2); so ~ of C~2) remains. 

And to make of C~2) the cell C~2) contained in the former we 
bave halved each of the sixteen parts C~l). 

5. By the "transfol'ma,tion-view" of each of the nets (Cs), (C
lO

) and 
(CH ) with respect to a space Spa of the bearing space Sp4 as screen 
we understand the intersection val'ying every moment, ofthis non-moving 
space with the fourdimellsional net moving along in the direction 
norm al to this space. If for this movement we interchange the relative 
and the absolute, we can also take this transformation-view to be gene
rated by the intel'section of the non-moving fourdimensional net 
with a space Spa, moving along in a perpendiculal' dil'ection and 
remaining parallel to itself; the1'e we can again assume that this 
view is observed by one who shares the movement of !he space 
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Spa. The chief aim of this communi'cation is to indicate how we catl 
connect the transformation-views of the nets (C10)' (C24 )· with that of 
the net (Cs), whicb is by fal' the simplest. Because the three views 
furnish at every moment a filling of the intersecting space, this 
investigation can lead to new thl'eedimensional space-fillings, even 
though they be not entirely regular. 

To be able to design a transformation-view of the net (C16 ) we must 
know for each of Ihe component cells C10 the place of the centre 
and the positiOl1 about the cep.tre; as the cool'dinates of the centres 
of the cells are given above, we llave only to occupy ollrselves 
fnrther with the position about the centre. We designate th at position 
by means of thc fom diagonals of each C10 and we then notice that 
these four lines for eacl! of the two kinds of inscribed cells C16 are 
also dingonals - gl'OUpS of -non-adjacent diagonals - of the circum
scribed cells Cs, whilst for the ceUs C16 of the thied grollp they are 
parallel J to the axes of cool'dinates. 

lf we suppose the centl'e of a ceIl C)2(2) of the third geoup to 

be at the same time the centre of a ceIl C~4), the edges of which 

are pantllel to the axes of coordinates, the C~~V2) is inscribed in thi::; 

new elghtcell in such a sen se, that the vertices of q2(2) are the 

centl'es of the eight bOllnding cubes of C~4). FOl an obvious reason 

we call this C)(2) pola1'ly inscribed in C~~) - and now to distin

gnish, we caU the eells of the two other groups bodily inscribed in 
the ceUs Cr)' For, as was observed above, in each of the eight 

bounding cubes of C~2) a bounding tetrahedl'on of C\2(2) is inscribed, 

,,,hiJst each of the remaining eight bounding' tetrahedra of C\2(2) 
has with respect to each of the four pairs of opposite bounding cllbes 
of C~2) three vertices of one ~nd one vertex of the other cube as 

vertices. 
In tbis way each of the ceUs C\2(2) of the net (C16 ) is paclred 

up in a Cs as small as possible, of which the edges are parallel to 
the axes of coordinates; here the fourdimensional cases of the "erect" 
cells C16 of the third group are cells Ck4), those of the "inclining" 

ceIls C16 of the first and the second gronp áre cells Cr)' Whilst the 

cases C~2) of the inclining ceIl& CIG fill the space Sp4' the cases 

Cà4 ) of the el'ect cells C18 do so eight times, because q2[ 2) is the 

~th part of CU), - as is immediately evident wh en one divides the 
24 8 

erect C)~V2) and its case C~4) by spaces thl'ough the r,ommon centre 

parallel to the pairs of bonnding spaces of C~4) into sixleen equal parts 
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and when one compares the rertangular fiveeell of C~~2) to the 

C~~ of C~4) -, and the erect C16 together fill a third of Sp4. 
In t11e second mode of transfol'mation of the eells C~2) of the net 

(Cs) into the ceUs C~~2) of a net (C24 ) the vertices of the C~~2) 

concentric to Cr) are the centres of the faces of these Cr), from 
w hieh it follows that Lhe six een tres of the faces of each of the eight 
bounding cubes of Cà2) are vertices of a bounding octaheilron of 
qr2) and sa this ceU may again be called inscribed - and bocZily 
inscribed toa - in q2). Also the remaining bounding octahedra can 

be directly indieated -\vith respect to these circumscribed C~'2); thl'ough 
each of t11e sixteeu vertices of C~2; pass six faces of tb is cell, of 
which the een tres farm the vertices of a bounding octahedron 
of C~2). 1) 

From the preceding it follows, th at the fourdimensional cases, in
closing the ceUs C~V2) and having edges parallel to the axes of 

.4 

coordinates, con sist of two nets (Cs) of ceUs C~2), whicb byexchange 
of celltres and vertices pass into each ather. 

6. We C'onclude this first part by indicating the connection 
existing between t11e systems ofaxes of the five different ceUs 
with the origin of coordinates as common centre, which can ue 
obtained by parallel translation of Ol1e of the cells Cr), one of each 

of the three groups of cells CI~V2) and one of the ceUs C~~2\ We 

indicate these ceUs for bre\'ity uy Cs, C16' C'16' C"w C24 where 
C16 represents the polarly inscribed sixteenceU and C'16 and C"15 
successively the positive and the negative bodily inscribed one. FUl'ther 
here toa - according to the notation of t11e handbaak mentioned 
above - E, K, F, R wil! denote a vertex, midpoint of edge, centre 
of face, cent re of bounding body and therefore OE, OK, OF, OR 
will have to denote the axes con verging in these points. 'rhus DEs 
is an axis OE of C~, 01(16' an axis 01( of Cw OF'lu an axis OF 
of C' 15' etc. 

The numbel's ofaxes OE, 01(, OF, OB of each of the three 
different eeIls are always the halves of the numbers of the elements 
E, K, F, R; they are containecl in the following tabie. 

Here C16 of COUl'&e rep1'esents the th1'ee cells Cw C'!ft' C"w 
We now indicate the connection of tbe systems ofaxes of the 

1) By doubling tbc radii vectores of thc six centres of the faces from the chosen 
vertex of these a~) we find the central section nOJ"mal to the diagonal of this 
point. 
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I1 OE OK 
I 

OF OR 

Cs I 8 16 
I 

12 4 

CIG I 4 1~ 

I 
16 8 

I 
---

I 
C24 :2 48 48 12 

five ceUs Cs, Cw C'16' 0"16' CH by giving the coordinates of the 
points E, 1(, F, R belonging to these concentric cell's with respect . 
to two systems ofaxes of coordinates with the COll1ll1on centl'e of 
the eells as origin, the systems (OX;) of the four axes ORs and the 
system (0 Yi) ofthe fom axes OE' t6 (fig. 2) bet ween which the relations 

exist. 1) 

2'lh = iU1 + tV~ + X 3 + X 4 

2y~ = n. _n> _.' + n. UJl ttJ~ ""'a tt. .. 

2y 3 = - a:1 + :IJ, - Xa + IU 4 

2Y4 =-iUt -iU, +tV3 +IU4 

Fig. 2. 

1) We selected this transformation T, because it causes the octuples of vertices of C15 

and 0'16 to pass into each othet· and those of a'Ia inlo itself. It satisfies the condition 
T' = -1, so that first TB gives unity. We find that T2 is a rectangular double
rotation l'ound 0 by which (Xl' xû passes into (-x"" Xl) and (x21 xs) into (- als, x~). 

, I 
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- We shall now give in both systems of cool'dinates 'the coor
dinates of the vertices of the five concentl'ic cells and we divide in 
doing so -- see the following table - tho sixteen vertices of C~2) 

into the eight vertices of C': n and the eight vertices of C"16 j to 
that end it is necessal'y for distinction to indicate whether the product 
of the cOOl'dinates is positive on negative, 

I 
' Number Coordinates tl Coordinates - tl 

::l ::l 
Cells of "C "C 

0 0 

I vertices (0 Xi) I-. (0 Yi) I-. p,.. a.. 
-

Cs and C'IG 8 (±'1,± 1,± J,±'I) + (± 2, 0, 0, 0) 

Cs andC"1G 8 (± 1, ± 1, ± 1, ± 1) - (±'1,±1,± 1,±1) -
CIS 8 (± 2, 0, fl, fl) (± 1, ± 1, ± 1, ± 1) + 

,/ C2~ 24 (± I, ± 1, 0, 0) (± 1, ::!: 1, 0, 0) 

With the aid of this it is easy to find both quadruples of coordinates 
of the systems of the points J(, F, R of the five ceUs. They are given 
in the following table, which aftel' all the preceding is c]ear in üself. 

- -

! 
.... 

Ce 11 s 0 .... .... 
1ü~ Coordinates CJ Coordinates <J 

::l ::l 
.ox "C "C 

I 

Csi Cu I C1161 0\61 C~4 
0 0 Et'(! (0 Xi) cl: (0 Yi) I-. 

~ a.. 

E2R E .!R 
3 

2R 4 (±1, ± 'I, ± 'I, ±1) 1+ (2,0,0,0) 

E;}.R 4-
(±'I,±l,±'l,±I) -R E '1.R 4 C± I,± I, ±'I, ±1) - -3 

K ~F 3 
(± 1, ± i, ± 1,0) ( 3 1 i 1) - - -F '16 ±2"'±'2'±2"'±'2 -2 2 

F K K K E 12 (± '1 , ± 1,0,0) (± i, ± 1,0,0) 
-

R .i.E 
2 

R R R 4 (± '1,0,0, C) (1 1 1 1) 
±"2'± 2'±2"'±'2 + 

- - F - F '16 
1 1 -1 ( 

( + 1 + - + - + -- ) -- '-3'-0'-3 +-+-+- ° ( 2 2 2 ) 
-3'-0'-3' 

( f 'I 1 ( 1 1 1 )+ F F 16 +1 +- +-+- + +1 - - -
I 
- - - - '-3'-3'-a ) - ,± 3'± 3'±:{ 

1- -1- ( '1 '1 ) C 1 1 ) - K. 4.8 +1+-+-0 ±1'±2"'±2"'O -'-2'-2' 
-

Of course tbe axes, of which the number is given each time, 
agr~e in nature ~ith the points r.onnected by them with O. 80 the 
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fou1' axes given in- the fil'st 1'0W are axes 0 E for Cs and C'16> áxeS 
4 

'0 R for C16' C" 16 and C24 ; mOl'eover t.he coefficients 2, 3,2 of 

4 
2 R, 3 R, 2R indicate that the qnadl'nples of eoordinates appearing 

in . this row l'elate to the point which is obtained by multiplying 
the observed axis 0 R of C16 , C"16' Cu as far as the length from 

4 o goes by 2, 3' 2. 

With the preeeding we have pointed out the position of each axis 
of one of the eeUs of the three nets (Cs), (C16), (C24 ) with reference 
to each of the two systems of coordinates and so we have furnished 
in connection witb the preceding the material by which it is possible 
to deduee easily all the spacial sections of these three regular nets 
eonnected in a simple way with these axes. To give an example 
here already we observe that [lp space normal to one of the twelve 
axes 0 F s is normal to an axis 0 J( for all the cells of the net (Cu) ; 
if it now proves possible to determine such a apace in su eh a way 
that it is equally distant from the een tres of all the cells C16 which 
are intersected, then in the interseeting space a more or less regular 
space-filling is generated by a sèlfsame body in three different positions. 

In a future part we hope to commenee with the determination 
of the remarkable spacial sections of the nets (Cs), (C16 ), (C,J 

Mathematios. - "Contribzttion to the knowleclge of the surfaces 
with constant mean curvatztl'e". By Dr. Z. P. BOUMAN. (Com
municated by PrÇ>f. JAN DE V RI~S). 

(Communicated in the meeting of January 25, 1908). 

§ 1. As is known th~ great difficlllty connected with the study 
of the surfaces with constant mean curvature is the integratiol1 of 
the differential equation 

a'8 a'8 
-a + -a = - sinh 8 . cosh 8. 
u' v' 

The. course followed here leads to i wo simultaneous partial diffe
rel1tial equations of order one and of degree two. 

In Gauss' symbols the value of the mean curvature H of a sUl'face 
is indicat~d by 

2FD' - ED" - GD 
H= EG-F' 


